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ABSTRACT
To compete in this World, organizations need a comprehensive understanding of markets, competitors, suppliers, customer,
products.. This requires the proper use and understanding of information. Most of the organization consider information as an
important asset. Traditional analytics tool are not sufficient for proper analysis of data.Hence, organizations uses big data tool
and framework to boost sales, improve customer service, customer retention, pattern evaluation and gain a competitive
advantage.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There has been massive increase in volume of data in organizations. Now, organizations are discovering new ways to
compete and win – transforming themselves to take advantage of the available information support. [11] Big data is the
"buzz word" that represents large amount of data that cannot be handled by the traditional systems. Big data is often
described by 3 V's [5]
1. Volume: volume refers to large amount of data that is been generated every second.
2. Variety:variety refers to the different types and formats of data.
3. Velocity: velocity refers to speed with which the data is being generated [5].
Big data analytics is the discovery of the meaningful patterns from large amount of data.Big organizations usually
apply these analytics to business data to describe, predict and improve the performance. Some advantages of big data
analytics are customer satisfaction, increase in sales, pattern evaluation, to get meaningful from given data etc[1].To
analyze large amount of the data Hadoop framework can be used.Hadoop is framework which stores and manages large
amount of the data [7]. Hadoop framework along with its components are used in our project to analyze the
transactional dataset generated by a website to find out top transactions.

2. IMPLEMENTATION
To develop big data applications, a platform like hadoop is required. There are many tools available in the market
which provides support for these platforms. Each tool has different characteristics like fault tolerance, easy integration,
hyper clustering, no ETL, zero deployment etc. Tools includes Hortonwork’s HDP, Cloudera CDH, Mongo DB,
Splunk, Google charts etc. Hadoop framework consists of one of the prime framework, mapReduce. The program
written on this framework is mapReduce program. All processing logic is specified in that program. This program has
map() and reduce() procedures, whose functionalities are given below:

 Map() Procedure :
Map() procedure that performs filtering and sorting operation on data stored locally on that node by HDFS. When
the mapping phase has completed, the (key, value) pairs must be exchanged between machines to send all values
with the same key to a single reducer.
Master node takes an input. Right after taking input master node divides it into smaller sub-problems with map()
procedures. These sub-problems are distributed to worker nodes. A worker node processes them and does analysis.
Once the worker node completes the process with this sub-problem it returns it back to master node [7].
 Reduce() Procedure
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Reduce() procedure will perform the aggregate operation on the data. All the worker nodes return the answer to
the sub-problem assigned to them to master node. The master node collects the answer and concates it to generate
the single answer. The MapReduce Framework does the above Map () and Reduce () procedure in the parallel and
independent to each other.

Fig:Map Reduce process

Fig:Word Count Example
Using Hadoop framework, we have done analysis over online transactional dataset. Large database has been generated
through self-developed website. The website is designed for Engineering Students to sale/purchase their products.
Database obtained from website is converted into dataset using Microsoft visual tool. This dataset is then loaded into
hadoop framework. An analysis is made on it to find out the dataset to find out the top 10 students who has made huge
transactions. All processing logic of that analysis is written in mapReduce program using pigLatinscripting language.
Resultant output is stored in record structure using hbase.
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Fig: MapReduce Program in Pig Scripting

Fig: Data summarization using HiveQL on Hive

Fig: Data summarization shown on website

3. REQUIREMENTS
3.1


3.2






Hardware RequirementsDesktop Or Laptop with Minimum of 4GB RAM
Minimum Free Hard-disk Space Required – 20GB
Software Requirements –
Microsoft Access
Eclipse IDE
Apache Tomcat Server
Visual Studio
Horton-Works Sandbox
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4. SOFTWARES AND FRAMEWORK
4.1 Hortonwork’s HDP
Hortonworks Data Platform (HDP) is a platform for multi-workload data processing across an array of processing
methods - from batch through interactive to real-time - all supported with solutions for governance, integration,
security and operations [6].
4.2 HADOOP:
Apache hadoop is an open-source java basedsoftware framework for storage and large-scale processing of data-sets on
clusters of commodity hardware[5]. This framework is mainly written in Java. Native code in C and utilities in shell
script[6]. The Apache hadoop framework is composed of the following modules (Projects): hadoopMapReduce,hadoop
DFS,hadoop common, Hadoop Yarn, Apache pig, Apache Hive, Apache Hbase, Apache Hquery

5. RELATED WORK





Amazon uses big data analytics to predict client behavior.
Yahoo has launched a tool, Genome which helps marketers to deliver more targeted campaigns [2].
Stakeholders uses big data analytics to maximize their incentives.
Samsung uses it to power the content recommendation engine on its newest smart TVs. Progressive Insurance
relies on it to capture driving behavior, determine customer risk profiles and decide on competitive pricing [3].

6. CONCLUSION
Every organization must make use of big data tools to analyze their large set of existing data present in different
formats. The existing data can be analyzed to get the proper insight in past data which help in proper decision making
and to maximize profit. Access to datasets with big data tools provides greater accuracy, transparency, and predictive
power. Big data analytics helps organization to boost sales, increase efficiency, improve operations, customer service,
risk management, customer retention, pattern evaluation, help with product development and gain a competitive
advantage.
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